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Worth Dying For?
Sometimes a bestseller just isn’t any good
Suspended Sentences
by Jim Napier

R

eviewers see it all: the good, the
bad, and the just plain ugly. For
the most part I try to focus on the
good, highlighting books I think readers
will enjoy. But occasionally a book is so
bad, so abysmally bad, that readers need
to be warned. During nearly six years of
reviewing I have done that just twice. In
this, only my third trashing, I take on a
heavyweight in the world of crime
fiction, an award-winning author who
repeatedly makes the bestsellers’ list.
You be the judge.

The problem is, his readers don’t seem
to want very much.

Lee Child
Lee Child, (aka Jim Grant) was born in
England in 1954. After a career behind
the cameras on such notable (and fine)
TV productions as Brideshead Revisited,
The Jewel in the Crown, Prime Suspect,
and Cracker he suddenly found himself
unemployed at age forty and with a
family. Undaunted, Child decided to
move to America and take up writing
thrillers; since then he hasn’t looked
back. His debut novel, Killing Floor,
won him an Anthony Award in 1998.
Since then he’s gone on to pen fifteen
more in the Jack Reacher series, with
later works earning nominations for
Macavity, Anthony, and the BCA Crime
Thriller of the Year awards. Published
in 78 countries and 38 languages, his
novels have sold more than 40 million
copies worldwide. Lee Child’s crime
writing credentials are impeccable, and
he knows exactly what readers want.

Worth Dying For
(Delacorte Press, New York, 2010)
In Child’s most recent novel, Jack
Reacher finds himself in rural Nebraska.
A 6’5” ex-military policeman, he witnesses the intimidation of a local doctor
at a run-down motel and decides to
intervene. His actions will pit him
against a local clan that runs the region
with ruthless impunity, and will expose
abuses that reach back decades. In the
sparsely-populated Midwest countryside
the police are not always at hand, and
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Reacher must take matters into his own
hands to bring the murderous family
reign to an end. The result is a taut,
action-filled thriller with plenty of gore.

Bad writing is bad writing
So is Child’s latest novel, Worth Dying
For, worth dying for? I don’t think so.
Begin with the main character. Jack
Reacher is an improbably one-dimensional superhero who seems more at
home between the covers of a comic
book. As Child admits, the question is
not whether Reacher will prevail, but
how: will his adversaries simply walk
away with broken bones, or will they be
confined to wheelchairs or worse? This
invincibility robs Child’s stories of much
of their suspense. The only question is
the final body count – in one novel
Reacher manages to deal with approximately one hundred adversaries, while
remaining basically unarmed (The
Independent, 19 March 2010). The
latest version of Clint Eastwood’s Man
with No Name, Reacher is a laconic
loner, a contemporary knight-errant who
wanders from town to town armed with
only his toothbrush, managing to find
trouble everywhere (more often it finds
him), and who dedicates himself to
righting wrongs – often with collateral
damage. Then he moves on, leaving
some form of justice but also death and
destruction in his wake. He’s a hero
only in that he answers to no one, and
remains true to his own values. His
most ardent fans (and he has many)
slavishly describe themselves as
“Reacher’s Creatures.” Where else can
you find middle-aged suburban housewives that have organized themselves
into a cult?
Then there are his plots. In an interview
Child has insisted they’re all new; but in
fact they are formulaic to a fault.

Consider the following plot summaries
from Child’s own website:
Passing through Nebraska, that’s
all Reacher had in mind. When
he encounters some very frightened folk he stops to wonder at
the cause. They want him to
leave pronto; this problem needs
a phalanx of heroes and Reacher’s…only one man. (Worth
Dying For)
Winter in South Dakota. Blinding snow and an icy highway
cause a bus crash; inside are
elderly tourists…and one lone
hitchhiker sprawled in back,
taking up enough room for two
men… (61 Hours)
The line between Hope and
Despair was exactly that: a line
in the road, formed where one
town’s blacktop finished and the
other’s started. When Reacher
crossed that line, it wasn’t long
before the whole town knew it.
And wanted him gone…fast.
(Nothing to Lose)
Nor do the similarities end with his
plots. Each of Child’s novels is peppered with often sparse dialogue that
would make even Hemingway cringe
(one reader has noted that literally
everyone in Die Trying, whether Boston
police detectives, Korean dry cleaners,
thugs or people from the deep South, all
end their sentences with “Right?”) At
best his writing is uneven: some of it is
very good, other parts are banal beyond
belief.
Finally there’s the excessively violent
action. Not content merely to neutralize
his adversaries, Reacher cripples them
(even when they’re minor-league high-
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school football-players-cum-thugs), impales them or incinerates them.
Of course, with all his success one might
credibly ask whether I know what I’m
talking about. Maybe Child’s books
aren’t as bad as I suggest. Before you
make up your mind, have a look at what
the man himself has to say about his
novels, in an interview with Camilla
Long in the Sunday Times in October
2010:
“People used to be nervous
about criticizing the books in
front of me, but now openly
discuss them as if they were
talking about a third party or the
weather. I just say, well, how do
you think I feel? I have to write
this shit.”
We’ve seen it before: there are any
number of books out there that are badly
written, with flawed plots, unbelieveable
characters, and sappy dialogue; but
something about them captures the
public’s attention. It might be the timing, with a topical theme (the recent
plethora of zombie tomes), or an author
with an established reputation but whose
literary powers are headed downhill in a
hurry. Or it might simply be the result
of savvy marketing.
Whatever the
cause, a best-selling author is no guarantee of a good read.
Fortunately there are plenty of fine
thriller writers out there as well. But
good writing moves far beyond what Lee
Child does, and is built around nuanced
characters, plausible plots, and action
that fits the story but doesn’t extend to
gratuitous excess. The problem with
shallow characters, insipid plotting, and
mindless violence is that it panders to
the lowest common denominator among
the reading public: the demand for
mindless escapism -- and lends credence

to the view that all crime fiction is
inferior to mainstream literary fiction,
which just isn’t so. We can do better.
Jim Napier can be reached at
jim.napier@deadlydiversions.com

